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JOANNE TAYLOR 
Technical Lead with 12 years of commercial agency experience. Extensive experience with vanilla JS and various JS 

libraries (React/jQuery/lodash) and frameworks (Redux/Angular.js/Angular 2/). Alongside writing HTML5/CSS3 to create 
valid, accessible responsive web applications. I have build Angular.js platforms directly for Google and have successfully 

undergone their internal code and security reviews. Lead various teams of up to 12 developers, giving code reviews, 
mentoring and training technical and non technical people. Experienced in agency and agile teams. Skilled at 

communication with different roles and experience levels.

CONTRACTS JULY 2018 - CURRENT 
We are Friday

Tonova | https://www.to-nova.co.uk/ 
React/Redux project for a product configurator tool for a roofing company. 
Built usingReact/Redux/Redux form, Webpack, Sass, BEM, Jest. Sits as a 
submodule within a Wordpress site. Agile ran project working with a small 
team of 2 FEWD and 1 BEWD alongside the client based offsite. Continual 
code review from client’s Tech Lead and adopting their best practice and 
coding guidelines. 

FEB 2018 - JULY 2018 
We are Friday

Private Healthcare Company 
Healthcare app/web solution using Angular, rsJX, ngStore, ES6,Jasmine/
Karma for TDD, Ionic, SASS,BEM. Worked as part of a tea . Agile project 
with a team of 3 - 5 developers working on the lead on web project, 
overseeing code reviews on PR and offering support on the app project. 
Both projects had a dependency on a common repo with provided 
components used in both applications. Integrated with a third party API that 
was been built alongside the web/app project. Used duckrails for mocking 
APIs whilst API was been built and created tests to help transition the 
endpoints when we integrated the real API. Involved a lot of close working 
with the third party creating the API to ensure that data returned met 
business requirements. 

NOV 2017  -   JAN 2018  
Radical

Lloyds Banking Group 
Javascript developer for a portal to create and manage applications. Tech 
stack includes React, ES6 integrating with a .NET core on the backend via 
a RESTful API. Introduced to the project webpack, coding standards using 
airBnB’s eslint guidelines, alongside Redux for state management and Jest 
for TDD. Created a branching strategy using feature branches. 

NOV 2017 UNWomen 
Probono project for UNWomen #drawaline campaign. Rapid ran project 
built using ES6, pug, bourbon, sass, gulp and Netlify for the CMS.

SEPT 2017 -  OCT 2017  
Portal Tech Reply 

EasyJet 
Javascript Tech Lead consultant for a well known airline. Created a React/
Redux POC for integration with SAP Hybris. Expanded to a small MVP 
using ES6, mustache.js, webpack, node, SASS, BEM, HTML5, git, 
Atlasssian suite, JSP/Spring MVC. Part of an agile team. 

OCT 2016 – SEPT 2017 
Portal Tech Reply 

Sony Playstation 
Javascript Tech Lead consultant for the Sony MOLT project. Built and lead 
a team of 12 JS developers who sat within an agile/scrum teams for the 
integration of JS within Hybris, consisting of 10 work streams. Ensured that 
standards and MVP architecture was followed and executed correctly. Ran 
code reviews via PRs, scoped stories for sprints, created documentation 
and advised on architectural/technology solutions. ES6, jQuery, 
CommonJS, webpack, lodash, mocha & chai, mustache.js, node.js, 
Atlasssian suite, git.  

PERMANENT 
EMPLOMENT

JAN 2015 - OCT 2016 
Blue State Digital 
Sr FE Developer  

UK Tech Lead 

Lead developer for all UK based projects, worked remotely with US offices 
on variety of projects for clients such as Google, YMCA, WWF, Colgate. 
Role included config & CMS integration alongside UI, mainly Expression 
Engine, Wordpress and Drupal. Part of the Web and Product Development 
management team and was involved in running trainings, interviewing/
hiring and mentoring developers.  
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Projects included: 
Google Digital Garage - Lead Developer. Microsite allowing users to 
book appointments and sign up for updated. Angular.js, Closure, HTML5, 
SASS, Git, Python, WebApp2, Jinja, Grunt, Material. Project involved 
Google code and security review and creation of design docs addressing 
architecture, plugins, security and accessibility.

Which? Widget Generator - Lead developer. Architected a modular 
platform that used RESTful APIs to allow internal W? users to generate 
plugins for embedding petitions on 3rd party sites. JS (ES6), HTML5, 
CSS3/SASS/BEM, git, gulp, babel, mocha & chai, WCAG 2.0 AA 
Accessibility. 

Tate Time Machine - Lead developer. Immersive platform using modular 
OO ES6/JS, HTML5, CSS3, SASS, git, gulp, babel, jQuery, green sock 
animation library, Jade, AJAX, mocha, chai. Integrated with BSD’s PaaS 
using RESTful Api.

Torchlight - Lead UI developer. 3 month sprint 0 project architecting the 
UI rebuild of BSD PaaS. Intensive comparison and selection of JS 
architecture/framework, looking at Ember.js, Angular2 before choosing 
React + Redux. Specc’ed API endpoints with RAML. Set up CSS 
modular framework using BEM. 

2013 - JAN 2015 
Reading Room 

Frontend 
Developer 

Kids Connect - Lead UI Developer. Web app to allow users to   search for 
events near them for under 5’s. Mobile first, responsive, build using 
node.js, mongoDB, JS, lodash, Jade, HTML5, grunt, accessibility, tdd. 

Visit England - Enterprise Drupal build. HTML5, JS, SASS. Used modular 
OO JS to ensure that large amounts of results were easily filtered, used 
schemas for structured data. Fully AA Accessible.  

Barclays - Frontend lead for 2 projects. Built using Umbraco, JS, HTML5, 
LESS, grunt, git. SPA architecture that utilities pushState for SEO.

2007 -  2013 
9XB 

Fullstack 
Developer 

Variety of ecommerce websites for brands such as Marks and Spencers, 
Debenhams, Paper Themes, Royal Mail, Burger King, Hi-tec. Build PHP 
Zend websites and introduced front end standards and trained junior 
developers in JS/HTML/CSS. 

EDUCATION UCLAN 
2003 - 2006

BSc Hons - Web & Multimedia 
First Class 

SKILLS/
LANGUAGES

Languages & 
Technology Javascript (incl. ES6, Node, React, Angular experience) / CSS3 (SASS / 

LESS / BEM / OOCSS) / HTML5 / Jade / Twig / mustache / Bootstrap / 
Materialise / MySQL / NoSQL / PHP / Zend / Webpack / babel / grunt / 
gulp / git / TDD mocha / jasmine. Sublime/VSCode as an IDE. Also 
experienced with Photoshop, Sketch, Marvel and Axure. 


